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THE GREEN SHEET 
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Kentucky Downs: September Meet 2017 
Third Day: Saturday, September 9, 2017 
Post Time: 1:25 P.M. Central 
Kentucky Downs Meet Stats: 20-1-5-1—5%W, 35% ITM 
 
Ellis Park Final Meet Stats: 256-68-49-52—27%W, 66%ITM 
Churchill Downs Spring 2017: 372-99-71-62—27%W, 62%ITM 
Keeneland Spring 2017: 141-41-23-23—29%W, 61%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
The homebred AMERICAN HALO is an improving daughter of Monarchos 
for trainer Mark Casse who has come around of late since switching over to 
the turf course, and she attracts the services of Julien Leparoux, who had 
a four-bagger on Thursday’s program in Franklin, Ky. She overcame a slow 
start and rough trip to finish second in her last start at Gulfstream Park on 
August 13, where she was two lengths and change to the good of a next-out 
winner; rates top billing. STARVING ARTIST is a $100,000 Paynter filly 
that gave a good account of herself on debut at Ellis Park, where she rallied 
from off the pace to finish fifth of 11, beaten five lengths and change for all 
the money despite being five-wide in the stretch drive. She’ll likely move 
forward off that effort in just her second career start and is 12-1 on the 
morning line; contender. SPECIAL RELATIVITY stalked a moderate pace 
and gave way in her debut run at “The Pea Patch” back in July, but she was 
bumped around at the start in that affair and had a wide trip in an off-the-
turf race that was won by next-out winner Kelly’s Humor. She comes into 
this race fresh for trainer Buff Bradley, and the daughter of Cowboy Cal out 
of a Quiet American mare is bred to relish the surface change to turf. She’s 
a juicy 20-1 on the morning line; threat at a square price. HILLS OF 
BEVERLY is a $135,000 daughter of Ghostzapper out of a stakes winning 
Mr. Greeley mare that will be making her first start for trainer Tom 
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Proctor, whose outfit has a win at the tilt. Juvenile miss sports a sparse 
Fair Hill public work tab but is bred to be a runner and attracts the 
services of Hall of Fame rider Gary Stevens; demands your attention in the 
paddock and post parade—watch the tote board. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-12-3-10 
 
 
RACE TWO 
BIG DOLLAR BILL has yet to put forth a poor effort in his career to date, 
and he improved when trying the turf for the first time in his most recent 
start at Ellis on August 11. $70K son of Midnight Lute will appreciate the 
extra-furlong this afternoon and will be tighter in his second start off an 
extended layoff for trainer Ian Wilkes; gets the nod under Landeros. 
SHARM EL SHEIKH has a license to move forward in the third start of his 
current form cycle, and he was a game third in his career debut over this 
course last September, where he was making up ground late in a 12-horse 
field of maidens and was only beaten a length and change for all the 
money. I like the cutback in distance to this six and a half-furlong trip with 
a pair of turf route races under his belt; formidable. DYNAMIC DANCER 
has managed to finish second four times from five starts this year, but he’s 
capable of running a winning race fresh and comes into this heat off a brief 
layoff for trainer Patrick Biancone, who employs the services of top 
Kentucky Downs pilot Florent Geroux. His best past form on the weeds has 
been at a five-panel trip, but he does have a board finish going seven and a 
half-furlongs on turf; contender. BOLD PROPHET exits high-end maiden 
claiming heats at Del Mar and Santa Anita, respectively, and will make her 
first start for a new outfit while trying the grass for the first time in this 
spot. Bay son of Into Mischief is bred to handle the surface change and was 
improving before he was stopped on, and he gets a positive rider change to 
Julien Leparoux; improvement likely. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-12-6-9 
 
 
RACE THREE 
The gray UNITED STAND is a $200,000 son of Unbridled’s Song out of a 
Storm Cat mare that is less than a length shy of being a perfect three-for-
three on turf for trainer Chris Hartman. He was only a neck off the useful 
Tiz Sardonic Joe in his last race at Indiana Grand on August 18, he broke 
his maiden with ease in a visually impressive effort at Ellis two starts back, 
and he was only three-parts of a length off next-out winner Tipsy Kitten in 
his turf debut at Churchill Downs back in June. He’ll get a ground-saving 
trip from the one-hole under jockey Julien Leparoux; choice. PERFECT 
PARTNER is a $550,000 son of Curlin out of an A.P. Indy mare that has 
never been out of the money from five prior starts and is coming off a 
third-place effort in the restricted Curlin Stakes at Saratoga on July 28 for 
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trainer Mark Casse. Bay colt will try the grass for the first time while 
stretching out to a mile and five-sixteenths trip, but he was a good second 
behind fellow entrant SIR BALLANTINE in a 10-furlong dirt race at 
Churchill back in May and is bred to handle the surface change. Jockey 
Tyler Gaffalione has been riding this course well; contender. RICHMOND 
STREET has been first-or-second in 50 percent of his turf starts lifetime for 
the Mott Stable, and he will be tighter this afternoon making his second 
start off a near three-month hiatus. Street Cry (Ire) colt broke his maiden 
by open lengths going a mile and a quarter on the grass at Belmont, was a 
good second over “good” ground at a 12-furlong trip at Saratoga last 
summer, and has competed exclusively in extended turf route races 
throughout his career; threat. SIR BALLANTINE is a $200,000 son of Stay 
Thirsty out of an Indian Charlie mare that ran well in his last turf start at 
Ellis Park and is another entrant that broke his maiden at a 10-furlong 
trip. Sophomore colt comes into this heat fresh for trainer Kenny McPeek, 
has been training forwardly of late at Keeneland, and today’s mile and five-
sixteenths distance is right in his wheelhouse; fires fresh under Albarado. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-4-10 
 
 
RACE FOUR 
The Cape Blanco (Ire) filly DAKOTA DIVA broke slow but was rolling late in 
her turf debut over a “good” course at Laurel on August 11, and this 
chestnut filly figures to relish the extra furlong in this spot for trainer Tom 
Proctor, who is the trainer of this filly despite Kellyn Gorder being listed as 
the conditioner in Daily Racing Form. She has all kinds of upside making 
just her second career start; give her the edge in a contentious race. The 
homebred BRIELLE’S APPEAL is a well-bred daughter o English Channel 
out of a Deputy Minister mare that will make her career debut for trainer 
Al Stall, Jr., whose barn wins at a high-percentage with its first-time 
starters; demands your attention in the paddock and post parade—watch 
the tote board. CUDDLE KITTEN has finished in the money in six-of-10 turf 
starts lifetime, but her form has gone south of late off the claim. Trainer 
Randy Morse’s outfit wins at a gaudy strike rate with horses turning back 
from route races to sprints, however, and I like that move with this 
daughter of Kitten’s Joy, as she figures to settle early and make one run in 
the lane under jockey Robby Albarado; threat. GRACELAND has useful 
past turf form and ran well in her first start for trainer Will Van Meter at 
Indiana Grand going five-furlongs on the grass, and I like how she circled 
the field in that race while in the eight-path and was only beaten two 
lengths and change for all the money. She will likely improve in her second 
start off the shelf and should love the extra furlong and a half in distance 
in this spot; using in exotic wagers. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-6-10-4 
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RACE FIVE 
The New York invader MUTAZEN has placed in 50 percent of his lifetime 
starts, and the bay son of Candy Ride (Arg) is coming off a good effort 
against a tougher field at Saratoga in his last start for trainer Kiaran 
McLaughlin, where he bobbled at the start but finished well to be third of 
12 behind the useful turf horse Delta Prince. He’s at his best on the weeds 
at the one-mile trip and gets reunited with jockey Jose Lezcano in this 
spot. Empire State shippers have run well thus far at the meet; choice. 
HIGH NOON RIDER steps up in class but will make his first start off the 
claim for trainer Brad Cox, whose outfit wins at a gaudy strike rate in this 
particular situation. He’s a tick cheap for this crew but has placed in three-
of-five starts this year, is sitting on a “bullet” work, and gets the services of 
Florent Geroux. He should be a playable price on the rise; lots to like. 
FLASHY CHELSEY is winless from four starts in 2017, but he owns a past 
win over this course and drops out of stakes company. He was only beaten 
two lengths by the graded stakes winner Flatlined in his last race at Ellis 
Park, where he was in tight quarters between rivals late in the race’s latter 
stages, and I like the rider change to Jose Ortiz, Jr. Blinkers-on noted; 
threat. PATRICK’S DAY is a consistent bay son of Harlan’s Holiday that 
has placed in 11-of-18 lifetime starts, but he’s winless 2017 after annexing 
four of nine starts last year for trainer Jordan Blair. He was only a nose off 
the Saratoga stakes winner Hunter O’Riley at Keeneland this spring, runs 
well fresh, and turns back to a distance at which he has hit the board in 
four-of-five starts lifetime on grass. He’s a tantalizing 10-1 on the morning 
line; exotics play. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-2-3-4 
 
 
RACE SIX 
DARK ARDEN has been razor-sharp this spring and summer for trainer 
Tim Glyshaw, and this son of Archarcharch ran a big race when returning 
the grass in his last start at Ellis Park, where he circled the field from off 
the pace while six-wide and finished three lengths behind the talented, 
undefeated colt Major Munnings in a five and a half-furlong heat that went 
in a snappy 1:02 flat over a turf course in Henderson that was yielding 
very quick times. I like how he has retained good form while ascending in 
class, and this fellow “cat hopped” the last time Marcelino Pedroza, Jr. was 
in the boot; gets the nod. KEEP TALKING has pretty solid past turf form—
especially in sprints—and will be tighter in his second start off the sidelines 
for trainer Tom Proctor. Well-bred son of Ghostzapper out of a Distorted 
Humor mare is sitting on a “bullet” move over a synthetic surface at Fair 
Hill, and will get a ground-saving trip from his inside post draw; contender. 
TAKEOFF is a $550,000 son or Arch that will make his turf debut in this 
spot for trainer Mark Casse. Three-year-old is bred to handle the surface 
change to the grass but returns to the races off an extended layoff. He has 
faced honest company in the maiden allowance ranks (Rockshaw, Hence, 
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Greeley and Ben) and he’s grade three stakes placed on the main track. He 
beat the eventual turf graded stakes winner Arklow when he broke his 
maiden in New Orleans; fires fresh. JUNKET seems to be at his best on the 
Tapeta surface at Woodbine, but he has useful past turf form for trainer 
Ron Moquett and will return to the grass in this spot. Bay gelding has a 
penchant for minor awards, but should like this six and a half-furlong trip. 
Jose Ortiz, Jr. in the boot noted; on the fringes. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-2-12 
 
 
RACE SEVEN—Kentucky Downs Ladies Turf Stakes (G3T) 
The chestnut mare ZIPESSA is the controlling speed in a race without a lot 
of early pace signed on, she drops out of grade one stakes company, and 
gets reunited with jockey Joe Bravo. I like that she turns back in distance 
to a trip at which she has won two-of-three lifetime starts on turf for 
trainer Michael Stidham, and she looks to be a tick quicker on paper than 
MISS TEMPLE CITY, who does her best work from a stalking position. She 
hasn’t had her picture taken in a while, but she can get brave late if left 
alone early; choice, gate-to-wire. MISS TEMPLE CITY is clearly the class of 
the field, but this multiple grade one turf winner has been lightly 
campaigned in 2017 and was the beaten chalk in a grade three heat at 
Monmouth back in late July, her first start off an uninspiring run in 
England’s Queen Anne Stakes (Gr. 1) at Ascot. She has a license to improve 
in the third start of her current form cycle, but I’m not willing to take a low 
price on a mare that seems to have lost a step over a tricky turf course that 
she will run on for the first time; logical for part, taking a stand against for 
top honors. LINDA was beaten by a scant half-length on the wire by fellow 
entrant BEAULY (GB) in her last start at Indiana Grand in a $100K stakes 
event on the Indiana Derby (G3) undercard, but she’s a grade two stakes 
winner on the grass and won her only start over the local course last 
September for trainer Ian Wilkes. Gray daughter of Scat Daddy is capable 
fresh and returns to the races off a near three-month layoff in this affair; 
threat. BEAULY (GB) has been a different horse with Lasix, the daughter 
of See The Stars (Ire) has yet to put forth a poor effort stateside for trainer 
Brendan Walsh, and I like that she turns back to this one-mile trip with a 
nine-furlong heat under her belt. She beat a good field in a $100,000 stakes 
at Indiana Grand two starts back and will save ground breaking from the 
one-hole; can’t pitch her and feel good about it. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-2-1 
 
 
RACE EIGHT—Kentucky Downs Ladies Sprint Stakes 
The cleverly named MORTICIA is a very fast daughter of Twirling Candy 
that comes into this heat riding a three-race stakes winning streak for 
trainer Rusty Arnold. She possesses lethal natural speed but is a handy 
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filly that is tractable enough to rate and finish and while she stretches out 
in distance off her past two starts, she does have a win in the seven-furlong 
$100,000 Soaring Softly Stakes at Belmont Park to her credit. The only 
time she has been beaten on the grass came at the hands of the multiple 
turf graded stakes winner La Coronel in a two-turn turf stakes at 
Keeneland back in the spring, and she’s undefeated lifetime around one-
turn on the weeds. She’ll face older fillies for the first time, but it’s late in 
the year and jockey Jose Lezcano has been aboard for four of her five 
career wins and has a win on today’s card; major player. MISSISSIPPI 
DELTA won this race last year over “yielding” ground for trainer Mark 
Casse, but this Giant’s Causeway mare can handle “firm” terrain as well 
and is a perfect two-for-two lifetime at this six and a half-furlong trip on 
turf. She’s a graded three stakes winner on the grass at Belmont this year, 
won her last start off a layoff, and has been very sharp in the A.M. during 
her time away from the races; contender. FAIR POINT gets wheeled back 
off 13 days rest—not a typical Shug McGaughey move—but this daughter of 
Smart Strike is a grade three stakes winner at this six and one-half furlong 
trip on grass and figures to move forward in her third start off a layoff. She 
has been facing tough fields in her past two stakes appearances at 
Saratoga, and this is a very consistent mare that has placed in 14-of-18 
lifetime starts; lots to like. The homebred LULL is a lightly raced filly that 
has kept top-class company throughout her career, and she’s a stakes 
winner over this European style course having annexed last year’s edition 
of the Kentucky Downs Juvenile Fillies Stakes under jockey Brian 
Hernandez, Jr. for trainer Christophe Clement. She has effective tactical 
speed and should love turning back in distance; contends in a contentious 
heat. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-2-5 
 
 
RACE NINE—Kentucky Downs Turf Sprint Stakes (G3T) 
HOGY is a hard-knocking eight-year-old son of Offlee Wild who will be 
making his first start off the claim for trainer Mike Maker, whose barn 
wins at a high percentage in this type of scenario and haltered this guy for 
$80,000 out of his last start at Saratoga, where he was a neck off the win 
facing a tough field. He was only a neck off the win in last year’s renewal of 
this race, and the 16-time winner has placed in four-of-five outings in 
2017; very formidable. The veteran campaigner UNDRAFTED has finished 
in the money in two-of-three starts lifetime over the weeds in Franklin for 
trainer Wesley Ward and will be tighter in his second start off the sidelines 
in this spot. He was only beaten two lengths in this race last year and is a 
past Group 1 stakes winner on the weeds. Jockey change to Tyler 
Gaffalione noted; contender. BONDURANT is an honest colt that has been 
keeping top flight company all year for trainer Ian Wilkes, and I like that 
he cuts back in distance off his past eight starts, and he was an honest 
fifth, beaten two lengths and change for all the money, by a good horse in 
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Galton when turning back to a sprint over this course last year; threat. 
WYETH is arguably a better horse on the grass and will return to the turf 
in this spot for the high-percentage Tom Amoss barn. Candy Ride (Arg) 
gelding has a license to move forward in the third start of his current form 
cycle and is grade three stakes placed over a synthetic surface this year at 
Arlington; dirt-to-turf angle is appealing. 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-7-5-6 
 
 
RACE TEN—The Calumet Farm Kentucky Turf Cup (G3T) 
OSCAR NOMINATED only beat four horses in the Arlington Million (G1T) 
in his last race, but he was only beaten two lengths and change for all the 
money in a 10-furlong race that, in all likelihood, was too short for him. 
Four-year-old son of Kitten’s Joy won last year’s Dueling Grounds Derby 
over the local course by six lengths and change, and he’s a consistent horse 
that has placed in 10 of his last 16 starts. Mike Maker’s barn tends to own 
these 12-panel turf stakes in multiple racing jurisdictions; choice. 
MUQTASER comes into this heat off a two-race winning streak against 
high-end allowance company at Saratoga, and this fellow is a length and a 
half shy of winning his all four of his turf starts in North America. A mile 
and a half may be a bit beyond his scope, but he’ll get a good stalking trip 
under jockey Joe Bravo; contender. ENTERPRISING was only beaten three 
parts of a length in the Arlington Million (G1T) in his last start back on 
August 12, where he was flying late up the hedge under jockey Corey 
Lanerie at odds of 80-1. He’ll try a mile and a half for the first time, but he 
has a versatile running style that has enabled him to win on the front-end 
and from off the pace in the past, and he’ll be much tighter this go-around 
making his second start off a near two-month layoff; threat. TAGHLEEB 
makes up part of a formidable four-pronged entry sent postward by the 
Maker barn in this 12-panel affair, and the chestnut son of Hard Spun has 
a past board finish over the local course and has been first-or-second in 50 
percent of his starts this year. He has run well is his last two mile and a 
half starts on turf and gets the services of Jose Ortiz, Jr., who is fresh off 
winning Saratoga’s jockey title; don’t ignore. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-3-7-11  
 
 
 
 
  


